
‘One to Watch’ 
Leftlion

‘Beardy stompy blues cat, a mix of 
Dylan-esque lyrics and foot-stomping 

riffs and beats’
The Nottingham Post

Streams and free Downloads

                                        https://youtu.be/Zks5Q-N5Sxg
When Did You Last Sleep, Baby? - Demo

http://bit.ly/1RbCP37
Scum EP - Parloscope Int. Recordings, 2015

http://tinyurl.com/zay4z2o
Poor Man’s Rich Song Official Video - 3494 Views

Biography

Louis Antoniou is certainly at the front of the Blues wave in the UK. 

With influences ranging all over the Blues spectrum, from Seasick Steve to John Lee Hooker, combined with the influences of the Arctic 
Monkeys, Marc Bolan and several other Rock musicians, Louis has taken the Blues and made it modern, creating a raw sound that is 
original and new.

His wordsmith wizardry touches on areas like the recession and unemployment aswell as love. acting as the new voice of the people, His 
Blues may sound lyrically down, but the tunes are upbeat, funky and feel good. 

Latest EP

After a successful self - released EP in March 2015 Louis was spotted by Parloscope International Recordings and released his ep ‘Scum’ 
on the label in november 2015.

'Poor Mans Rich Song’, opens the EP and Louis literally growls into the microphone. 'If you haven't got to worry about nothing then I suggest 
you don’t sing along,' this ironic line gets everyone going, clapping and dancing to his sound.

'Scum’, contains elements of a Beatles-esque groove, a jaw dropping solo with
fun relatable lyrics.

Whilst 'Suicide Tuesday', creates a mysterious ending to this upbeat EP, a slow burner with outstanding lyrics mixing between Bob Dylan 
and Jamie T. Louis optimises the Blues of our generation. The video for this song recieved over 3400 views.

Gigs and coverage

Louis has played at several iconic venues including: The islington, Fiddlers Elbow, Underbelly, The Maze, Wax Bar and Malt Cross.

He has also made appearences at The Waterfront Festival, Hockley Hustle, performed live on Notts TV and has made several radio 
performances on both Vibe FM and Radio Verulam FM.

Social media and music links

www.facebook.com/Louisantonioumusic
Facebook 

www.louisantoniou.co.uk
Website

www.twitter.com/Louis_Antoniou 
Twitter

Contact: Jordan Price (Artist Manager) - jordan@slickrebel.com - +44 (0)7712435846


